Description of the Project

Main objectives:

- Raising awareness among Poltava residents about alternative means of transport (bicycle transport), which enhances sustainable and low carbon mobility in the city.
- Improving urban governance system by enhancing the urban transport management competence of Poltava City Council employees and public sector representatives.
- Establishing a long-term partnership with cities which have experience and successful models of implementation of integrated urban planning (in particular related to sustainable mobility) (Forerunner cities)
- Creating opportunities to move around the city quickly and safely by bicycle.

Project activities include:

- Consultations and mentoring by a foreign expert on developing new urban policies that will promote the use of more sustainable means of transport – making additions to the Plan of Sustainable Mobility of Poltava, taking into account the expansion of the bicycle infrastructure - involvement of nearby villages (implementation of decentralization processes)
- Workshops for participants of the working group on bicycle infrastructure development, project designers and Poltava City Council employees in order to enhance their skills and expertise in bicycle infrastructure development and workshops for pupils, students, local businesses, civic activists and civic society organizations, senior residents. It also envisages the development of school bicycle programs and their further implementation.
- Study visits to Ukraine and the EU countries to study the best foreign practices of creating bicycle infrastructure in cities and building sustainable city-to-city links.
- Introducing a bike sharing system to Poltava.
- Development of design specifications and estimate and arrangement of cycle lanes on Yevropejska street involving the consultations of foreign urban experts, traffic safety auditors and representatives of municipalities in other cities in the framework of the implementation of the first priority bicycle route Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan "Construction of the main cycle route “Almaznyi – Korpusnyi Sad”.
- A promotional campaign that will include a set of activities to promote cycling.